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".. . COLLECTION OF WILLIAM . WALTERS, ESQ. 

SECOND NOTICE, 

dtf^^nff* NE is surprised, in running over 

.', in the mind the principal stars 

ffl of the Walters gallery, at the 

? J? la wea'tn ?* pictures that have 

S ^^fiSS^r^ U keen accePte<* as wonders, and 

m^f^^^' ^^M 
nave been written about., Gal 

^r^^W^^W 
lait s "0ubli des Douleurs," 

' 
'^'^ff 

G6r5me?s 
" 
Duel after the Mas 

?^foL:j? querade," .Die-. 
. .?;. ,? : Jaroche's float 

mg? 7 Christian Martyr1' and his mighty 
''Htmicycle/* Gleyre's "Illusions Per 

dtifes," even Vjbert's 
44 
Gulliver," and 

Jalabert's 
" 

Orpheus*M are pictures of 

literary interest, and lending themselves 

to literary expression. See, for instance, 

how Sir Arthur Helps has made capital 
.put of a painting we were considering 
in the last paper, the Gleyre ; he wants 
tp make, an effect of mystery, of glori 
fication,. of a beatified female head 

floating by in the memory of a man, 
triumphant among the crowding phan 
toms of his youth; and what will lend 
him such a lustrous spot of color for 
his palette as, the Gleyre of the .Luxem 

bourg? Thus the dainty author de 
velops, its motive in his "Friends in 

Council\': 
" 

There is a picture in Paris, 
at the palace of . the Luxembourg, called 

. ' 
Les Illusions Perdues.' A noble figr 
re of a man in the prime of life, or 

rather beyond the prinie of life, when 
the leaf is just beginning to turn yellow 
at the edges, is sitting on a. marble 

quay, His head leans forward, his 
arms fall down in utter dejection. It is 
sunset. A bark is putting off from the 
quay. And the bark is crowded with 
gay. minstrels, happy children, and 

bright-eyed damsels. 
* 
Youth at the 

prow and pleasure at the helm.' No 

body regards him, the, dejected. man 
Nor does he look at them. He has 
just glanced at them. They are not, . 

however,, in his thoughts. But they 
have brought back, in long array, what 
Tennyson calls 

' 
portions and parcels 

: 

of the dreadful past..' It is to my mind 
one Of the most affecting pictures I 
have ever seen, but that is not its par 
ticular merit in my eyes. One of the 
girls in the centre of the boat, who is 
leaning her head upon her hand and 
looking upward, is the image: of what 

my Alice, was.*1: Thus does a clever and. refine^ wrir 

ter, wanting to impress the loveliness of his)heroine on 
the readerj seize a whole' painted mythology,; as7: it 

were, to form an ideal atmosphere for her. To stamp 
upon the memory of the public a glimpse or a reminis 
cence of that great picture is to save himself many 
pages of description of his Alice. Nor is the literary 
man's analysis of a world of art quite without discern 
ment. It is a subtle fancy to make the man in the pic 
ture really see'mere humanities, and nothingf more, " 

minstrels, children and damsels "?while what he 
thinks he sees^re seraphs, cupids and muses ; and tor 
:the. painter-to have painted what.the dreamer thinks he 
(sees, the glorified company, not the. real one. Again, 

* 
Copyright reserved by the aythpr. 

how the literary men have exulted in G6r6me*s subject 
of the 

" Masked Duel." Its theme is literary in qual 
ity, and to describe it is as interesting as to paraphrase 
one of Balzac's stories; the London hack quills liked 
to get hold of this picture/and write it up for The Sat 

urday or The Athenaeum, when it was exhibited' at 

the French Gallery in London ; they could take credit 
for all the artist's thinking and inventiveness, and save 

their own imaginative muscle. In this 
" 

Duel,'' and in 

the 
*' 
Diogenes," the Walters gallery possesses two of 

the most sensational and impressive of Ger?me's pic 
tures?two that are safest from oblivion. The 

" 
Mas 

queraders' Duel." shows a Parisian dressed as a Pier 

rot killed by another costumed as an Indian chief ; the 
murderer walks off toward the modern carriages, sup 

ported by an athletic Harlequin ; while a Doge of Ven 
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ice and Duke of Guise, still in their finery 
" 

d'em 
: 

;"' bend over the wounded man in the cold Janu 

ary snow ; the picture is a novel, a chapter out of some 

French Thackeray. The 
*' 
Diogenes,'' a minute study 

of the"' real semblance of the great cynic, sitting in his 
wine-cask, surrounded by dogs even more literally 

cynical, and cleaning his lantern to search for an honest 

man, is a reality so true, so convincing, so rounded and 
finished and chiselled, that the, eye is assured Prome 

theus never made men more mechanically perfect, more 

ready to live. The "Oubli des Douleurs," by the 
greatest living Belgian, described in the last article, is 
another painting that tells a tale, just as a piece of fine 
writing would do ; tells a tale not merely in the inven 
tion of the main incident, but in every detail of selec 

tion, of color, of wasted cheek, of dusty feet, of hair 

cemented with sweat, of foil-wofh co'sf^ 
landscape. Again, 

- what 'co?ld^ be more W^4^^^.ii 
epigram than Couture's 

" 
Liberty;in' iGh?f?s??5?"3f frfes ̂r 

Gallait is a ballad, and J;he,Gerpirjie a romance, this; is a ;?.-" 

Juvenal-like satire. Fettered . and gampered, wipe- ::Q 

drugged and laurel-crowned, the poetiof the J^apbieonic ; 

dynasty sits in Roman guise ;~is. it Ovid, who v^^anV1^ J 
ished for insulting i\itsmopfal;?^ 

At anjr rate, the figure Of th? s?i?' minstrel^ 
lies idle by his hknd;' whok^ ters amid a palace feast W-heicid^ vase filled with ?old; is ifaoj^^dSi^ tiori ; ati essayist could write^ 
A more 

strictly pictbrialv's)3ntijttS?tv belonfs -to; 
s\fbje^ 
Tw? sta?i^ ' ' 

ingW;t^ J "- ' : . lean' trielr5f?kes art? lean : 
tbliar^.3;^ 

each btfier; as one mi?gfees^e^ 
of a'cathedral le?nj^ 
nighttwiirght closes u^ri tiie^sp < Of^these: Tresses' latiorK a^l^ J^ 
"severe^ gr?mii? cast 6^ ^^3^^^; ^^ ; 
the; beauty of ̂heir; ̂s^^JwM^^^^ ' ' 
an: exquisitesoftness' ca^^n%/^aTO^.:^Aj color 

of-everiin^ 
-lines 

around'tfi^'iiiigKi^ ?a^s|^bf^eir-';vS 
flesh. Mr?et, 
Has here a?" PbtfsantW?rn?n Br^Kmxl;^ 
Flax," doiie with His 

Wny?^ 
treatment, 'antt.^a* tdaMttpvt^^ 
peculiar technic ; and a -" I^^ 
vest," a measureless 

Jar^scap^ a rain of light, sifted from'.- 
eo^^ a rolling cloud; defines1 accent'k^terMfe ̂ | 

cent of :<a broad; sad 
plain^'''sp^^jS^pj^. 

off. endlessly, and pebpted ^ith^-t^ 
rows of patient diggers, wn'i!e-^n?J^^tr'-^ 
certain farmers' wives fellow' up:Jijie^rf; 
gatherers, or hold the 

c??rseusWc^s^b t^P^ 
be filled, each figure seiemmg^^yb^v to the fruitful- but i^my ^ft^l^l^b 

? 
^% 

gods that the witch of E'^0^; E^0^ 
& ? 

ing out of the ground. ') ''/ \? ^^'^3 
Space is lacking in t{ns' artide^b0^ ^ 

justice to the 
'' 
Hemicycle'1 and several 

other worthy pictures; 
: : ? 

J?; ^ S .? .^'? : ??.?? -'Cli^R?i^'i^S 

BOSTON, GQ%lf?j&0&**&^* t - 
:/ 

WALTER SHIRLAW-S EXWBJTI?JS^ 
J." R. TILTON .GRITICISEDrr-bqit'S \ 

WATER-COLORS^-NOTES\ AND. go^ r 

MENTS. . ?'' ? 
: :'_\? V-^ 

Boston, Deceinber 5, 1880; ,?../>; 
Another of, yjoiir leading New 

"' 

York artists has come-to Boston, like '?" 

-tk,Farge," to make hi4 -first^pollective 
'.. w 

yexhim^^^ Wal 
tet>iStti^w ^concluded an ex- . 

hibition hereto? over a hundred of 
his oil paintings f d water-c^lo^, emb^ojn;gf 

on the 
' 

one hand^?iiis\*fainous f^j&Qgfen S^e^^j|earingf'*?.? 
and, on the other, the crayon and'color sketches for 

- 

the grand scheme of a house decoration on which 
he has lately begun work.- ? ? ^\^ ^ ^^^^^^?? 
has thus been obtained of-the :iwh?le^ 

young painter's art-life, from its 
frst?jr|u^^ ,al|M^e successes preliminary thereto 

i?.^hey^^X^j^^^ 
.? 

period of the present* Everybody'h?sibleen ̂mjp^^L. 
at the effect, the 

" 
total 

impressJoh^;^?! &}; ?^^a 
^nobody more than the painter himself 
he has for the first time obtained avgo<^.lobk^at=hirj^^ 
and it may well be believed that he is satisfied with trtis 
pier-glass view of his commanding and sinewy st?t?re. 

His clever drawing, his. brave color, his talent for Cbrrf 

position, his graceful technique, have been? duly appre 
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:\ -M^i?teft, but in the midst of four walls covered with his 

t^irftjttgs One caught for the first time the deep rich 

'^^^^^ ^ ^' arid the elevated harmonies of his 

F, MURPHY. 

^^^p^l^f?f^riiS?t fainter b'f his generation 
^^^S?la^^opd'that' 

the reaction from the feeble 
and^aflfectatiohs of the influences so long 

^^^^fi^men^rart' receives a conservative check 

f^^^^fex^mipje of bfte of "its leaders .short of reaching 

||j|r%^ literalness and levelling con 

Jp|^^ 
technical merits, fer 

^^^ftTb?^c?bi.^d,' 
s'kflful'"' composition of Shirlaw this 

^^^l^fe^^aiie sits peculiarly well, warning the smart 

sill^ young painters that they shall 

?^fe|||^ by the elder masters 

^^^00p^f p?'fpbs^?nd' sweetness pi effect in art;i 

ppp^ general yiew-bf;-;0s 
^Se^Bria^J^Jslaid about ;a; db'ze^vp?Mi?g^from 

us 
exhibition..;;t 

, .?-*: - ,>:-^-^^-'^- ? 
vr-;!"" 

^ iconies' W. tG. 

pH?? 
s&ver a hundred of his 

^^..jng 
Jasj: summer at 

||%^fthey; cimript heVh?ng 
give fny 

?|^M^- f?inCe is; not to 

;^vaWd 'exh|bitipn ̂at oiices 
pS^vasest- by twos and 

Your best 

Jhbw.", ? 

Tiecesi tffi?itrrig" , ^^ ^'- standard 
German 

'^ft|prs^t0.:-|?eat' .^'rheri 

with*?i^isguised" c?ntempt and 
more real grievance than our artists 

^niSniy'-^m|fein\of that there is no first-class shop 
^?^^^^e^Y?rk where their works are received and fairly 

Jltedi that is; exposed;on , ah equality with works no 

l^^rpif ?& good, pf foreign production. 
ae* handsomdiy-engraved cards of invitation to 

itibh voi'-the works of J. Rollin Til ton, of 

P^^^ftV'^ ptfeatb ';view/^'h^ve gathered, by judi 
&^^lstnhu'fi0n among the aristocracy of this 
. citnt^c#h, 'aii appropriate crowd; of ancient and 

^^00^?'.:: ?'> . ?., 
' "' ? ... 

honorable 
" 

cognoscenti 
" 

to puzzle over the flat 
and fadfcd- 'paintings with which this ..patient 

? 
but 

riot 'er-modest plodder in the manufacture of bird's 

eye-view maps makes his periodical peddling tours. 
Our upper-crust of ''.'culture.'.'. ate, with all their pre 
tensions to aesthetic taste, simply insensible to the best 

modern and contemporary art. They profess intense 
' 
admiration for old masters,, and can give you the chro 

nological order and registered marks of the Italian and 
Flemish schools, discourse learnedly of the Renais 

sance, 
" 

chiaroscuro," Ruskin,an?^h?tever else can be 

crammed into their overloaded and dyspeptically torpid 
intellects from books. But they have little real vital 
love for art pure arid simple. Many of them have trav 

elled to Rome, Greece, and Egypt, and crucified them 

selves at ?very step with' culture. They have missed, 
of course, all the true characteristic spirit and flavor 

of the countries they have seen, or rather have not 

seen; and have only retained a memorized list of nota 

bilia carefully and precisely catalogued so as to be 
readily paraded to minister to their pride Of culture on 

occasion. Such pedants of course are 

\ ^ deliglited beyond -measure with Tilton's 
' 

colored maps and diagrams of the great 
centres of history and art, about which 

? 
.'?>'' pedagogy arid book^earned t?lk on art 

??*.'?' objects can; be sure of so many things. 
^~-^EL ^ As you have had this peripatetic collec 

^ 
v>r~~ tion so recently in New York, I will 

VlM^?^ spare you even the enumeration of the 

^mMullfl .?* 
' 
swelling list of ?great. historical places 

l^^j?y^ 
??' " upon whichi Mr. jRollin: Tilton has 

^ ̂ ^^^ ^ so painstakingly and faithfully and so 

^y^ ^f^ J all unconsciously painted out his won 
drous littleness. But it is worth while to 

.."*?/ callattention viols'/.Miterary bureau" 

and the audacity and ability with I which it goes about 
its work. - A local paper has promptly burst forth with 
one of those amazing panegyricswhich make art ama 

teurs rub their eyes and pinch themselves to see if they 
are ?wake, when they come to; stand "before these mar 

vellously bewritte^ paintings.^ :Th.\s. xritique ought to 
be framed and hung jn^the placecof .the dull ̂ pictures 
whtoh it sttgloridusly transf|^ires< 

. Eefc tlje ha#d-work? 

ing penriy-?^liner bdveiithV for the; ^e?t art which 
he describes out Of his d^n^fervid'^ but which 
Mr. Tilton does not illustrated 

" 
.:' 

1' 
A subtle spirit of materialism,'' he says, 

' 
\ creeps 

into studios as well as churches,* arid -theiheathenish 

agnosticism latent in much of our intellegtual and ethi 

cal development is quietly and steadily putting out the 
fires of our aesthetic life. The shimmer of silks: and 
satins, the realistic rendition -of^surfaces and textures 

and stuffs, and jewellers' ware and: ciirios, the. exploits 
and finesse .and dexterities Of : : , . : 

the Studios, all that is astonish 

iijg and unique in technical 
skill, have come to be more int 

: j-essive' thaji Migriity of theme 
- or Quality arid marrow of con 

ception.- We; are become rhe- >. 

-||fiipi?ns iri love with our own 

Mannerisms and 'nuances' of* 

; expression, 
: and y/ev:are no 

^Q^jpeitg'philpsopherS 
shaped by the vigor and energy " 
of our beliefs. In painting, the 

obscure and unintelligible, the 
coarsely hinted, the insolence of 

slovenly idioms, all hasten de 

terioration ; so that refinement, 

dignity^and honest truth-telling 
are pushed... aside by swagger 
and dash and loudness." Mr. 

Hilton (he goes on) sets out 
with the conviction that the 

story must be worth the telling, 
and that>' ''* great art has no con 

gruity wifh triviaBtiesi-not the 
world of light; \a > and form 
alone, but the world of races 

and human histories." The 

range, of subjects in the six 
chief landscapes is a sequence 

(the "literary man" observes) " 
of profoundest ethnic as well 

as epic import." Mr. Tilton's manner, he finds, 
" 

is 

too subtle for the ordinary modes of analysis. He 
eludes classification, and his works must be treated as 

growths rather than constructions. Chiaroscuro en 

wraps his landscape like an atmosphere. His textures 
cannot be unravelled, so close is the finish. His color 

lies along the surfaces, as it does upon rose-leaves, an 

expression of esoteric life and beauty." We can almost 

afford to forgive Mr. Tilton his pictures for 
" 

keeping 
a poet" who can work such miracles, not only of apol 

ogy, but of apotheosis, for them, and transmute their 

very vices and commonplace deficiencies into beauty, 

charm, and greatness. 
Miss Susan Hale and Miss Helen M. Knowlton 

unite in an exhibition at the Art Club, the former of 
her water-colors, the latter "of her charcoal:studies. 

Miss Hale is a member of that family of Hales which 
has been distinguished in literature, journal ism, politics, 
and art for two generations at least. Her vvater-colors 

have a masculine strength of handlirig, a confidence, 
ease, and dash that atone for a considerable deficiency 
in point of nicety. The selection of point of view and 

picturesque elements in her landscape sketches is 

knowing, effective, and artistic. But Her range of color 

appears very limited, and the prevalence of grays, 

browns, and leaden blues makes her wotk lack sweet 
ness and variety. Miss Knowlton is Hunt's Boswell 

in the 
" Talks on Art " that have made |1J much talk. 

These charcoal sketches prove that~sh?:'w|il-''|i.i^er 
stood and sympathized with-the master . 

words she treasured and set down with such faithful, if 
not always judicious, fulness. Her free-hand strokes 

and 
" 

smooches 
" 

of charcoal go right to the marrow 

of the scene, and the sentiment she would convey. 
Mil es.of level distance are stuck in with a single scratch, 
the vistas of a wood interior lighted up with a rub or - 

two, the characters of different trees indicated in the 

few controlling lines of careful drawing. In 
" 

inten 

tions," such as these charcoal memoranda ought to be 

considered, the 
" 

intentionists," of whom Miss Knowl 

ton is the head, are clever and delightful. If they 
would be content to do '', intentions,''. or, ratlier if the 

public were wise enough to be content with their/ 
' 
.in 

tentions," all would be happier. .-/ . 

But, speaking of water-colors, the most .marvellous 
worker in the thm, transparent kind of water-colibr is 
Edward D. Boit, now exhibiting a .collection qijtis\ 
works here as preliminary to a sale by auction; Qopd 
judges who know the schools of Europe say that he*is 

; unexcelled by anybody that works or ever Worked, in 
that style. I can well believe it. To me the blotting 

; on of the clean colors in the accurate lines required to 
delineate the roofs of a thickly crowded village, for in 
stance r or the belfries and towers of a distant city, or 

the lines of shipping crowding a canal or city waiter 
front, seems nothing short of magic, 

" 
prestidigita 

tion" so clean, so brilliant, so quick, sure, effective, 

SALMAGUNDI SKETCH. BY A. F. BUNNER, 
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j 

that everything stnkes the eye with the force of actual 

Objects out of doors. Besides this mechanical expert 
ness, which I must believe unexcelled, Boit has^an ar 
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tist's eye and instinct for subjects and composition, and 

he gives us the quaintest and loveliest nooks and cor 

ners of old European cities and hamlets, and some 

salmagundi sketch. by gregory. 

[see page 24.] 

times a whole city in the suggestions conveyed by a 

blot or two. I remember one in his sale of last year 
where Rome was spread out thus beyond the Cam 

pagna with the dome of St. Peter's perfectly outlined 

with a single apparently bap-hazard drop of his fluid 
color, yet distinct and ethereal as the atmosphere would 

make it. The subtlest effects of light and atmosphere 
are caught apparently with the utmost ease by this 

artist. Boit is a Boston boy, but has lived abroad 

many years. Frederick. Crowninshield, of the Art Mu 

seum school, and Ernest Longfellow unite with him in 

this exhibition and sale. Mr. Crowninshield evinces 

great refinement of color sense, and a skill in dealing 
with the difficulties and niceties of water-color only less 

than Boit's. 

One of the sensations of the day here is the exhibition 

of John G. Carter, the late William M. Hunt's studio 

assistant, who has presumed to "carryon" some of 

Hunt's sketches. Only one of the pictures in this exhibi 

tion, however, has been thus 
" 

carried on." All the rest 

Mr. Carter claims as wholly his own, and no little of 

the artist's sensibility they attest, too, especially in the 

clouds and skies. But it is evident enough that Mr. 

Carter is unable to carry on his own sketches to the 

point of being consistent pictures?let alone Hunt's. 

Greta. 

MODERN ARTISTS' A TER IA LS. 

We have already quoted liberally from Mr. Holman 

Hunt's paper read before the Society of Arts on the 

former and present systems of obtaining artists' mate 

rials. The following is the substance of his remarks on 

the materials used by Hogarth and his successors : 

The resuscitation of painting which came in George 
II.'s time?mainly by the clear-mindedness of 

the^great 
Hogarth?did not awaken any thought of the need of 

the old cunning in preparation of materials, for the 

means had been provided to save painters from some 

of the labor which, before, it was their duty and their 

pride to undertake in their workshops. The gain was 

palpable, the loss not immediately so. Sir G. Kneller 

had set up his old servant as artist colorman in 

London. He was (so history says) the first of the 
kind. The change in system did not, however, de 

pend upon this mere accident. It was probably ef 

fected slowly. The suppliers of raw materials must 

have undertaken to get these made up, to grind the col 

ors, to provide the frameworks, the stretchers, to pre 

pare and strain the canvases, and to make up the 

brushes. It was, even then, with the increasing taxes 

of modern life, an inevitable alteration, as is proved by 

the fact that it was made in other countries as much as 

in England. 
At first, however, this delegation of the mechanical 

work to another person did not lead the artist utterly to 

abdicate his own authority; for knowledge of, and 

preference for, certain systems still remained with the 

painter, and the colorman would, therefore, have re 

ceived the traditions of the painter's workshop from 

each and all members of the profession, and carried 

out instructions as the artists' servants would have 

done earlier. The special secrets were handed to the 

tradesman very much as the prescriptions of a physician 
are confided to a chemist. Each painter must have 

given exact directions as to his favorite manner of pre 

paring a ground, of his mode of clarifying oils, of ripen 

ing these, of making varnishes. He must have insisted 

on the due degree of levigation of coarse colors, and 

intimated his choice of oils with which the different 
colors should be ground ; and, if compound tints were 

prepared, these?it is still traceable?received the names 

of the artists who first ordered them. 

Indeed, no great difference was made in the degree 
of control exercised by the painter, under this newf sys 

tem until the generation which had begun their careers 

while pupils, as practical artist^colormen to their mas 

ters, had died out. Then traditions remained as curi 

osities, retained always longer 
. and more accurately 

when the sons followed the fathers in the art, and, of 

course, at times made tangible knowledge?instead of 

mere verbal wonders?when in what were considered 

idle moments, an eccentric practitioner made experi 
ment of some almost incredible tradition of ancient 

practice. A few such traditions I myself, when a boy, 
received in the teaching of a painter who was^an art 

descendant of Sir Joshua Reynolds (these were of ve 

hicles other than the mixture of drying oil a id mastic 

varnish then universally in use ; one was wax, the 

other a curious combination of water beaten with lin 

seed oil into a jelly ; many better legends, well worth 

examination, may still be in the minds of elder mem 

bers of the profession), but the real skill of the work 

shop was handed over to the tradesman, and all practi 
cal knowledge held by the painter, of the means by 
which the canvas and the colors were got ready to take 

their places in the studio, was doomed before modern 

European schools began. 
At first the colormen 

must have had many 
reasons to respect and 

to satisfy the knowledge 
of the painters. Al 

though Hogarth inher 

ited not the science and 

ability to do his own 
mechanical work, he 

received materials from 

tradesmen who had not 

made new inventions, 

either Jor good or for 

bad, but who worked 

on the directions of 

painters who had 

watched the canvases 

of their masters, and 

had heard from them 

the result of their own 

teachings and observa 

t i s ?g i g back, 

through generations, to 

the root of art. While 

nothing had been add 

ed, however, something 
had been lost; for the 

tempera ground had 

disappeared^ which was 

the delight of the Flor 
entines and Venetians 

when painting pictures 
that have best retained 

their purity. 
All the last century 

English pictures seem 

to have been painted on 

grounds prepared, as 

now, with white lead over a coat of size. Vasari recom 

mends such, and the safety of his works disproves a con 

temporary declaration that they were not sound. The 

want of brilliancy in his productions is due, perhaps, only 
to the fact that the grounds were dark in tone, and the 

use of much umber with the white may also be the main 

reason that no Georgian pictures vie in vividness with 

those painted three centuries earlier; pure white lead 

as a ground is, perhaps, worthy of comparison with 

gesso, but it has not so long and certain a testimony to 

recommend it, and a proved advantage four centuries 

old should not be lost. The main principle of painting, 

too, was a very different one from- that which had gain 
ed such favor throughout Europe, for varnish painting 
was almost, if not quite, lost; it required a familiar 

knowledge of each color, and this had gone. 
To use colors with oil alone for very simple aims may 

have its recommendations, but no strong or bright 
colors can be thus retained. Where design alone, or 

the merest suggestiveness of treatment, is the object, 

perfectly purified and well ripened oil may be a good 
vehicle. I think we can safely adduce most of Mor 

land's characteristic works as fair examples of the kind 

of texture, quality, and effect oil alone will produce. 

Hogarth's are, I think, painted with the better preserv 

ative, thickened oil, or oil and mastic varnish mixed, 

which, in fact, makes mastic an oil varnish diluted with 

turpentine. As a spirit varnish it is often most mis 

chievous. 

The earliest pictures by Sir J. Reynolds are painted, 

apparently, simply with oil, and although the color is 
of the most modest character, and the painting alto 

gether without indication of that love of impasto and 
richness which his maturer pictures have, they are in 

such beautiful order that one is tempted to wish that he 

had never gone farther a-field and fared worse, as he 

did to our great misfortune?so terribly that in many 
cases the sight of the original of a subject dear to us 

from familiar prints is a source of pain. He used as 

phaltum because he had had good evidence that the 
Venetians adopted it safely, but he had not had experi 

ments of generations to show him the course of safety 
with this and other luscious compounds, and it is owing 
to this, alas ! that many of his pictures are now only 
ruins. j 

Gainsborough painted with color and medium, much 

diluted with turpentine ; the vehicle was evidently made 
with a large proportion of mastic varnish. The color 

has been well preserved in all cases where much clean 

ing has not scarified the delicate surface. The thin 

ness of the paint has prevented extensive cracking. 

^ 

' 
~* 

^^^^^^^ 
SALMAGUNDI SKETCH. BY MCCUTCHEON. 

[see page 24.] 

Had the result, however, been a perfectly durable one, 

notwithstanding great beauty, the effect is too like that 
of water-color to be quite satisfactory in large paintings. 
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